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Abstract:-
The “SOULS” of our dead parents, ancestors are still Alive?... could they see us every day?... yes... yes... yes...

This scientific research article focus that Every human considered as having inbuilt with “SOUL” when born on within Mother’s womb. The SOUL of every human shall be considered like “SIM CARD” of mobile phone having their own individual identity among billions of customers connected to “MASTER SWITCHING CENTRE” (MSC). Alternatively the soul of human shall be considered like a “SEED” planted on the “EARTH PLANET”.

This research further focus that Human ancestors considered living on WHITE PLANET (White mars) in the early universe before human life sorted on Earth planet. The white planet populations shall be considered as natural virgin populations belong to “ANGEL FAMILY” having distinguished genetic structure and capable of “FLYING”. During the course of expanding universe the Angel populations considered transformed to Earth planet due to varied environmental conditions and could not survive at white planet and become population of Earth planet and ‘adopted’ to distinguished genetic structure and could lost ‘flying capability’ slowly during the course of time.

It is further focused that after death of person the “DEPARTED SOUL” consider regains and accreted to original state of ‘Angel family populations’ after certain dormant period of burial of body and burning of the body. If so... where they are living?...

JAI RAMJI
(Model Living Angel under Micro Gravity)
“All dead parents shall be considered as ‘Living Angels’ considered exist with material body in the upper region of Earth Atmosphere and watching us every moment till the end of universe”
- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian
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II. INTRODUCTION
Case study focus that ‘Resurrection’ means
i) Bring back into use
ii) A new beginning for old
iii) Bring a deed person back to life.

Many religions like Ancient Greek religion, Islam, Judaism, Samaritanism, Buddhism, Christianity, have their own believes and concepts about ‘Resurrection of dead’. In Christianity the death and resurrection of “JESUS” is the central focus. In resurrection the ‘soul’ is believed to be Divine and immortal part of human being either a spiritual resurrection with spirit body (or) a material resurrection with restored human body. In Christianity most believe Jesus resurrection was in a material body and a few believe it was spiritual.

Resurrection from dead is really possible?... why not!...
i) How a small seed becomes big banyan tree?...
ii) How new cells are formed after death of old cells?...
iii) How mushrooms are born when lightning strikes?...

“The ‘sim card’ in the mobile phone is just like seed and image. The lost or damage of sim card shall not mean the reality is lost”.
- Author

III. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATIONS
a) Philosophy of ‘Soul Accretion’?...
   It is hypothesized that the Angel populations who lived in white planet shall be considered as SOUL of human populations of Earth planet. Alternatively the Angel populations shall be considered as born of “J-RADIATION” (Soul).

b) Philosophy of “Soul Transformation”?...
   It is hypothesized that in the expanding universe Life shall be considered as exist in Earth planet under different soul of different energy level in three nuclear age as described below:
   i) White soul – Life origin in white planet (Angels)
   ii) Dark soul – Soul transformation as seeds to Earth planet
   iii) Blue soul – 1st generation soul (γ - radiation)
   iv) Green soul – 2nd generation soul (β - radiation)
   v) Red soul – 3rd generation soul (α - radiation)

   It is further focused that every person on death, the philosophy of departed soul transformed to become original state of Angel shall be described as below:
The ‘seed’ of Earthly populations having inbuilt predefined genetic value. It is further focused that the populations growth on Earth planet shall be considered as evolved Billions in number in three nuclear age. If so… Is it possible to count accurately every soul of Earth planet life?… Why not!…

It is hypothesized the “TOTAL SOULS” of white planet considered as accreted to become “LIFE” on the Earth planet… The philosophy of “SOUL ACCRETION” to become “LIFE” shall be described below:

\[
\int \text{soul (t) dt}
\]

SOUL ACCRETION
(Angel)

Transformation & Plasma barrier

\[
\int \text{life (t) dt}
\]

SOUL TRANSFORMATION
(Earth Human)
“The philosophy of “SOUL” become “LIFE” in definite time duration shall be considered as “SOUL ACCRETION”. The philosophy of “SOUL” become ‘ANGEL” in definite time duration shall be considered as “SOUL TRANFORMATION”

Author

c) Philosophy of spaceship?...

It is hypothesized that the entire “Cosmo universe” shall be considered like a Giant space ship having different galaxies in different regions under influence of “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) near white hole region of material universe.

It is further focused that all the Angel population (Resurrected souls) shall be considered as existing above Earth Atmosphere in the “Red galaxy” till end of universe.
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d) Philosophy of ANGEL FLIGHT?...

It is hypothesized that the Angel flight shall be considered as the giant flight having capacity of accommodating billions of people ROAMING in the upper atmospheric region of red galaxy. The angel flight shall be considered powered by natural radiation (say alpha radiation) of red galaxy.

It is further hypothesized that the Angel flight shall be considered as having different rows such as white row, dark row, blue row, green row, red row to accommodate all the angels pertain to souls of different energy level say white soul, dark soul, blue soul, green soul, red soul. The person after death become Angel and considered occupies of the respective seat of the flight. The Angel could see down from the flight their kins who live on the Earth planet.
MODEL ANGEL FLIGHT
(Living Angels)

"The white row shall be considered as the EXECUTIVE CLASS and all other rows shall be considered as ECONOMY CLASS"
- Author

e) Angel flight can be possible?...

Angel flight is possible?... Why not!... case study shows that the International space station is an international effort in the upper region or atmosphere say about 400-500km away from earth planet. International space station serves as a microgravity and space environment research laboratory in which crew members conduct experiments in biology, human biology, physics, astronomy, meteorology and other fields with an aim for future habitation mission to Moon and Mars which has been launched in 1998. It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of angel flight shall be considered as advanced supernatural technology roaming in the Red galaxy much above the red planet region but cannot be accessed by human intelligence because of special advanced jamming device.

f) Soul transformation of Angel is possible?...

The departed soul can become angel?... Why not!... case study shows that in REVERSE OSMOSIS an applied pressure is used to overcome osmotic pressure (colligative property), a thermodynamic parameter. Reverse osmosis can remove many types of molecules and ions from solution and is used in both industrial processes and production of potable water.

It is hypothesized after death of person the DEPARTED SOUL exists in the material Universe considered become ANGEL under transformations process due to microgravity property of SOUL.
Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR, Einstein Region)

A comparison between the combustion of a candle on Earth (left) and in a microgravity environment, such as that found on the ISS (right)
It is further hypothesized that the Angel flight shall be considered roaming for another 1000 years till full-fledged loading of remaining persons living on the Earth planet for Final Judgment before commencing of next phase of universe for “NEW LIFE”

g) Case study on BIBLE
Based on Biblical study the hypothetical answers to various question shall be described as below.

i) Do Adam, Eve sit in the flight?
The Adam Eve shall be considered as virgin angel lived in white planet in the early Universe. After consuming forbidden fruit they might have transformed to Earth planet Adam, Eve probably sitting in DARK ROW.

ii) Which row Noah is sitting?
It is hypothesized that Noah and other population like Abraham, Issac, Jaccob belong to 1st generation are probably sitting in BLUE ROW.

iii) Where Jesus Christ is sitting?
It is hypothetically answered as below:
a) JESUS CHRIST is like “PILOT”
b) MOTHER MARY is like “AIR HOSTESS”
c) HEAVENLY FATHER is like “BLACK BOX”

iv) Where popes are sitting?
All popes whether RC Pope, Syrian Pope, CSI Pope shall be considered as belong 3rd generation populations and consider sitting in RED ROWS.

v) Where Daniel sitting?
Daniel, Solomon shall be considered as belong to 2nd generation populations and consider sitting in GREEN ROWS.

vi) Where Peter is sitting?
It is hypothesized that Peter shall be considered as COPILOT and probably sitting in the Cabin to assist JESUS CHRIST.

IV. CONCLUSION
The entire cosmo universe shall be considered as the closed Tripod like space ship. The Death of person shall be considered as DEPARTED SOUL and exist as divine body as white Angel, dark Angel, blue Angel, green Angel, red Angel respectively based on the energy level of souls when born.

WHITE SOUL
(Zero Hour Radiation)
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